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Is your bank seeing an adverse impact on (slow down 
and/or reduction of) your market share for cash 
management services, that is attributed to a 
competitive landscape of incumbent banks, global 
corporate banking players and entry of fintechs?

Has your bank been significantly impacted (especially on 
liquidity coverage and capital adequacy requirements) by 
recent market changes like Basel III norms?

Have your relationship managers seen instances 
where customers have specifically expressed 
dissatisfaction with the comprehensiveness of your 
cash management services?  Note that this input could 
typically come through formal client surveys or even as 
informal feedback provided to the RM’s.

Are you seeing more scenarios where your bank’s focus 
on innovation as a key growth strategy is being slowed 
down by cost and risk limitations created by your legacy 
core?

Have your business clients been facing (and have specifically 
expressed) an increasing need to reduce their costs, especially 
in the context of banking operations?  This could also be 
complemented with a desire (of the corporates) to centralize 
treasury operations, increase cash visibility, better managing 
counterparty interactions and reduction of revenue leakage.

Are you seeing a growing trend of your business clients 
consolidating their banking relationships to a single principal 
banker, and has this trend resulted in your bank losing business 
to your competition?

One of the many questions that banks typically ask is:

Is my bank well suited to offer virtual accounts?
There are ten keys to discover the answer. The more yeses, the more the incentive for the bank to offer virtual accounts.  

YES NO YES NO

YES NO YES NO YES NO
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Has your bank identified any specific business strategy 
drivers that indicate growth of your deposits base to be a 
key leverage for your immediate and / or medium term 
future?

Are there new opportunities in your market (like real time 
payments), that your bank is trying to leverage?8

5

9Have you seen a trend where your key business clients 
have implemented (or are in the process of 
implementing) In-House Banking applications?  Keep in 
mind that this is a lost business opportunity for your 
bank.

7

YES NO

Has your bank observed a significant increase of (or an 
inability to significantly decrease) your operational 
costs, especially in the area of cost of opening and 
managing demand deposit accounts?  Note that the 
desire to move transaction volumes to self-service 
channels is also a subset of this business driver.

10
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The reasons differ: one bank may take a 
cautiously optimistic approach of “let’s 
just try and chew on it a little bit first and 
see how customers react to the new 
service”, while a different bank may take 
an approach of “let’s go all out firing on all 
cylinders to see what clicks best”.  The 
level of creativity in implementing virtual 
accounts for different purposes is fairly 
unlimited.  The key point is that there is no 
one-size-fits-all in the world of virtual 
accounts, which in turn leads to a lot of 
flexibility. 

While some banks are already taking steps towards enabling themselves on virtual 
accounts, they take a varied approach when it comes to their strategy in rolling out 
the capability.  

Some banks that are fairly more 
forward thinking would provide all of 
these options to their customers without 
any limitations and/or bias.  The 
question to ask is – Is your bank 
already there?  Or when do you want to 
be there? 

The purposes of virtual accounts 
can be categorized into three 
broad aims:

Managing virtual cash

Managing liquidity

Managing client money
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Managing
Virtual Cash
Corporates have the ability to open, maintain and close virtual accounts through a self-service 
option, and mainly use this for segregation of their own bank accounts based on internal entities, 
like subsidiaries, departments, lines of business, country of operations, etc., and often based on 
their internal mechanisms to create such segregations, like their accounting and/or ERP platforms. 
Additionally, these corporates also look for the ability to allocate and de-allocate funds at the 
virtual account level and reconcile the positions with the physical bank account.

Banks provide this capability in conjunction with virtual cash management to manage “on-behalf-of” 

payments and collections for the corporates. This would typically comprise of

•  Outbound payments made from virtual accounts (POBO - Payments-On-Behalf-Of).
•  Receiving and allocating payments to virtual accounts and provide transaction confirmations
   (COBO - Collections-On-Behalf-Of). 
•  COBO services can also be extended with a collections and receivables (CnR) solution to
   handle invoice management, matching and reconciliation.
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Managing
Liquidity
Banks that have traditionally offered liquidity structures to their clients can extend the services through 
LOBO (Liquidity-On-Behalf-Of) by substituting traditional cash concentration and notional pooling 
structures with virtual account-based structures.

Additionally, In-House Banking (IHB) is a 
complementary feature to virtual accounts 
management which also includes interest 
management capabilities that enable extended 
in-house treasury functions like inter-company 
lending and borrowing and related interest 
processing.

Banks that have not provided liquidity management 
services in the past are also providing basic 
capabilities (like cash concentration, for example) 
targeted at mid-market clients to replace traditional 
standing orders with self-concentrating accounts.

Head office account 

Detergents 

Balance            $500,000

Balance      $1,920,000

Interest rate     1.5% (Floating)

Cosmetics 
Balance            $(250,000)
Interest rate     3% (Floating)

Beverages 

Balance            $750,000

Interest rate     1.2% (Fixed)

Electronics 

Balance            $920,000
Interest rate     1.1% (Fixed)
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Service Provider

Service

Recipient

Purpose

Money Manager

Landlord

Apartment

Tenant

Security Deposit

Landlord

Lawyer

Lawsuit

Client

Legal Fees

Escrow Agency

Lender

Mortgage

Borrower

Insurance/Tax

Escrow Agency

Industry Real Estate Law Mortgage

Insurer

Cover

Driver

Fleet Management

Insurer

Insurance

Managing
Client Money
Client money typically refers to funds that a corporate receives from or manages on behalf of, a client or 
related stakeholders. 

While this would largely leverage the basic framework of 
virtual accounts management as highlighted in the 
“Managing Virtual Cash” category, services under this 
category have a relatively higher degree of controls and 
regulatory guidance for the way in which these funds are 
segregated and managed, hence needing some 
additional focus, from an operational, systemic and 
compliance standpoint.

This typically covers a broad area of funds that are 
managed through trust accounts, a variety of escrow 
account categories, investment omnibus accounts, 
money services businesses that provide financial 
services to clients, like foreign exchange dealing, 
money transfers, issuing money orders / travelers 
checks, etc., just to name a few.

Illustrative Use Case



Managing Virtual Cash

Illustrative Use Case Types
Corporate hierarchy management Decentralized view of corporate hierarchies like subsidiaries, departments, etc.

Send or receive payments from centralized treasury service centers, on behalf of subsidiaries, departments, 
etc. Example: Invoice payments and collections

In-house payments / collections 
factory

Virtual Accounts Scope

Client investments held in one or multiple sleeves in an FBO (For-Benefit-Of) accountsInvestment Omnibus accounts

Managing Client Money
Illustrative Use Case Types
Landlord / Tenant (Escrows) Security deposits, pet fees, etc., of tenants held by the landlord / escrow agent

Attorney fees held in trust by escrow agent in an interest eligible account (IOLTA)Legal services (Trust accounts)

Virtual Accounts Scope

Vendor / supplier payments Vendor / supplier wise virtual accounts.  Example: Automobile manufacturers / dealers, 
Merchant collections, etc.

Virtual accounts for each project, location, project and buyers, with collections automation and reconciliation.  
Examples: Construction projects, Project payment receipts, etc.

Project cash flow management

Individual virtual accounts created for each invoice to track and reconcile repayments over time

Consumer payments collected and auto reconciled.  Example : School fee, rent collections, etc.

Contextual virtual accounts

C2B collections

Track outstanding loans between different entities represented as virtual accountsInter-company lending

Managing Liquidity
Illustrative Use Case Types
Cash concentration Self-concentrating structures avoiding physical money movement

Pooling accounts for interest optimizationNotional pooling / Interest netting

Virtual Accounts Scope
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The democratization revolution in recent years 
has opened the door to a world first: 
complementary product solutions that are 
specific to client segments and/or an industry and 
solve a variety of end client use cases and 
demands. 

Client money management (whether for lawyers, 
real estate managers, insurers or others), a better 
form of pooling and obviating sweeping (liquidity 
re-imagined), satisfying Basel III or simply a 
simpler position view, are all just the first steps. 

This paper categorizes the use of Virtual Accounts in its journey from VA1.0 through 1.1 and 1.2 
towards VA2.0 (for more on this journey, see the first paper in this series, "What Virtual Accounts 
Have Become").  Previous attempts to systematize Virtual Accounts have been core banking bolt-ons 
or piecemeal efforts addressing only one of the use cases and even then only partially.  iGTB's Virtual 
Accounts provide a single design to encompass all key customer journeys, making Virtual Accounts 
fit for many industries.

Morphing to centralized payment centers, natural 
liquidity optimization, dynamic insights on corporate 
cash positions that leverage real time payments for 
instant realization of money, contextual 
recommendations (working capital borrowing and 
investment opportunities for surplus funds) and 
contextual receivables (wherein an industry - 
specialist ERP automatically opens a new VA as 
needed) and various other modern use cases 
challenge the banks to innovate at a rapid pace. 

Or live with huge cost and inconvenience.  To you, 
and to your clients.

Welcome to
Virtual Accounts
2.0.



Welcome to
Virtual Accounts 2.0.

Find out more in further papers in this series

Please go to igtb.com/vam-definitive

www.igtb.com
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Balakrishnan Narasimhan is a senior domain leader with over 27 years of experience having 
spent his entire career in the banking domain being both a banker and in the global core banking 
solutions space. He is a Business, Technology and Operations leader with an extensive background 
in envisioning and implementing product strategy, delivery and large-scale transformations for the 
financial services industry for clients in various geographies across Asia, EMEA and the Americas.

His journey began in South Asia, working for some of the largest banks in the region in various 
capacities across business, operations and technology, following which he changed paths to work 
for a global core banking solution provider where he was responsible for running large solution 
consulting and client delivery operations in South Asia, Japan and Africa.

Following that, Bala moved to another global core banking solution provider where he spent 14 
years as a solutions consulting leader, initially focused on the South East Asia market designing and 
implementing a complex core banking and payments solution for a large Singapore based bank.  In 
2008, he moved to the US to setup, manage and lead the Americas solution consulting organization, 
a role that he led until 2015.

After taking a brief detour to work for one of the top US management consulting firms as a Payments 
and Cash Management domain leader, he moved back into the products space, joining Intellect in 
his current role.

At Intellect iGTB, Bala leads solution-led consulting activities for clients in the Americas across 
across a variety of solutions, which include Digital Banking, Payments, Cash / Treasury 
Management, Liquidity Management, Virtual Accounts, Escrow Deposits and Cash Flow 
Forecasting.
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